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The city of Ro Canarn burns. With their father s
blood fresh upon the headsman s sword, Lord
Bromvy and Lady Bronwyn, the last scions of the
house of Canarn, face fugitive exile or death. In the
court of Ro Tiris, men fear to speak their minds. The
Army of the Red marches upon the North. Strange
accidents befall those who dare question the King s
new advisors. Those foolish enough to speak their
names call them the Seven Sisters: witches of the
fire god; each as beautiful and as dangerous as a
flame. And, called from the long ages of deep time
by war and sacrifice, the children of a dead god are
waking with a pitiless cry. All that was dead will rise.
All that now lives will fall."
Raccolti per la prima volta in un ebook imperdibile,
ricco di numerosi contenuti extra esclusivi, "The
Prince" (qui riproposto con un nuovo, ampliato e
inedito finale) e "The Guard". Un'occasione unica per
entrare nel mondo di "The Selection" e scoprire tutti i
retroscena del concorso più spietato e romantico che
sia mai esistito attraverso gli occhi di Maxon e
Aspen, i due affascinanti e irresistibili protagonisti
maschili in lotta tra loro per conquistare l'amore di
America.
The Selection Stories: The Prince & The Guard
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The first three novels in Kiera Cass's #1 New York
Times bestselling Selection series are available
together in one ebook collection, along with the first
two novellas in the series. Prepare to be swept into a
world of breathless fairy-tale romance, swoonworthy
characters, glittering gowns, and fierce intrigue
perfect for readers who loved Divergent, Delirium, or
The Wrath & the Dawn. For thirty-five girls, the
Selection is the chance of a lifetime. The opportunity
to live in a palace and compete for the heart of
gorgeous Prince Maxon. But for America Singer,
being Selected is a nightmare. It means turning her
back on her secret love with Aspen, who is a caste
below her, and leaving her home to enter a fierce
competition for a crown she doesn't want.nThen
America meets Prince Maxon. Gradually, she starts
to question all the plans she's made for herself—and
realizes that the life she's always dreamed of may
not compare to a future she never imagined. Before
America arrived at the palace to compete in the
Selection, there was another girl in Prince Maxon’s
life. In The Prince, follow Maxon from the week
before the Selection begins through the first day of
the competition. Raised as a Six, Aspen Leger never
dreamed that he would find himself living in the
palace. In The Guard, get an inside look at Aspen’s
life as a palace guard—and the truth about his world
that America will never know.
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Don’t miss this captivating novella set in the world of
the #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series!
Go behind the scenes of the competition with this
story from the point of view of Prince Maxon. Before
America Singer was chosen to compete in the
Selection, there was another girl in Prince Maxon’s
life . . . . In The Prince, follow Prince Maxon through
the week leading up to the beginning of the
Selection—and the day he first meets America. The
Prince also includes a teaser to The Elite, the
enchanting second book in the Selection series. Epic
Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases
each month.
The second novella set in the world of Kiera Cass's
No. 1 New York Times bestselling Selection series –
Aspen’s story!
The Happy Prince and Other Tales was written by
Victorian author Oscar Wilde and illustrated by
Walter Crane and Jacomb Hood.?
Under Platform 13 at King's Cross Station there is a
secret door that leads to a magical island . . . It
appears only once every nine years. And when it
opens, four mysterious figures step into the streets
of London. A wizard, an ogre, a fey and a young hag
have come to find the prince of their kingdom, stolen
as a baby nine years before. But the prince has
become a horrible rich boy called Raymond Trottle,
who doesn't understand magic and is determined not
to be rescued. Shortlisted for the Smarties Prize,
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The Secret of Platform 13 is an exciting magical
adventure from Eva Ibbotson, the award-winning
author of Journey to the River Sea. 'This kind of fun
will never fail to delight' Philip Pullman
Introducing the Dragon Guard of the Northern Isles. Six
dragon shifters duty-bound to protect their king.A single mom
getting her life back togetherWhen divorce and scandal
leaves her life in ruins, Poppy Baxter has no choice but to
take the first job she could get, even if it is as a nanny to a
dragon prince in a faraway land. But this position meant a
fresh start for her and her cheetah shifter son, so she must
impress her royal employers and act like a professional at all
times. However, the very sexy captain of the guard isn't
making it easy to act professionally, especially when just one
smoldering look from him sends her libido into the
stratosphere.A reluctant leader trying to balance romance
and dutyDragon guard captain Rorik has devoted his life to
protecting his king, and has no time for anything else. But
when he meets the new nanny to the crown prince, his
dragon instantly recognizes her as his fated mate, and now
his entire world is turned upside down. His job demands his
complete devotion and attention, but he can't ignore the deepseated need to make Poppy his and form the bond that will
fuse their souls together.Can he find a way to balance the
demands of his position while trying to woo his mate or will he
ultimately have to choose between duty and love?
When suicide becomes a worldwide epidemic, the only known
cure is The Program, a treatment in which painful memories
are erased, a fate worse than death to 17-year-old Sloane,
who knows that The Program will steal memories of her dead
brother and boyfriend.
Lieutenant Craig Youngly has only ever wanted one thing in
his life -- to join the illustrious Golden Guard. In pursuit of his
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goals, he has found himself protege to Raylynn Westwind,
notable Guard member and favorite of Prince Baldair. He has
fought for two years in the sweltering North and now prepares
to embark on a mission on behalf of the Guard that could
secure his long-sought membership. It's the opportunity Craig
has been waiting for, until Raylynn's attention turns toward
another swordsman, Daniel Taffl. Daniel has always been a
man of modest aspirations. As a farmer's son from the East,
he seeks a soldier's wage to support a future for the woman
of his dreams when he returns from the front lines. It isn't until
he's conscripted into Craig's mission that he learns his swordcraft has caught the eyes of the powers above him. Craig
sees his mission as an opportunity to impress the guard and
exert his authority over Daniel. Daniel sees it merely as the
chance to secure a more financially stable future. Their goals
seem too simple to go awry. But, in the perilous jungles of the
North, luck is something both men find to be in short supply.
THE FARMERS WAR is the final installment in the Golde
Guard Trilogy, prequel stories to the AIR AWAKENS SERIES:
Book One, THE CROWN'S DOG Book Two, THE PRINCE'S
ROGUE Book Three, THE FARMER'S WAR
Geralt the Witcher—revered and hated—holds the line against
the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of
adventures, the first chapter in Andrzej Sapkowski’s
groundbreaking epic fantasy series that inspired the hit Netflix
show and the blockbuster video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a
man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a
mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless hunter. Yet he is no ordinary killer. His sole
purpose: to destroy the monsters that plague the world. But
not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything
fair is good . . . and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.
Witcher collections The Last Wish Sword of Destiny Witcher
novels Blood of Elves The Time of Contempt Baptism of Fire
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The Tower of Swallows Lady of the Lake Season of Storms
Hussite Trilogy The Tower of Fools Warriors of God
Translated from original Polish by Danusia Stok
Two novellas set in the world of Kiera Cass's #1 New York
Times bestselling Selection series are now available in print
for the first time. The Prince and The Guard both offer
captivating views into the hearts and minds of the two men
fighting to win America Singer's love. This collection also
features exclusive bonus content, including a sneak peek at
The One, the eagerly anticipated third novel in the Selection
series. Before America arrived at the palace to compete in the
Selection, there was another girl in Prince Maxon's life. The
Prince opens the week before the Selection begins and
follows Maxon through the first day of the competition. Raised
as a Six, Aspen Leger never dreamed that he would find
himself living in the palace as a member of the royal guard. In
The Guard, readers get an inside look at Aspen's life within
the palace walls—and the truth about a guard's world that
America will never know.
Andy wrestles with her past, and Nile continues to come to
grips with her future. As their war against human trafficking
escalates, their adversary is ultimately revealed, and the
looming confrontation will unearth things long buriedÉ Soon
to be a major motion picture starring Charlize Theron and KiKi
Layne, THE OLD GUARD roars back! From the acclaimed
New York Times-bestselling team of GREG RUCKA and
LEANDRO FERNçNDEZ and the stellar artistic talents of
DANIELA MIWA, JODI WYNNE, and ERIC TRAUTMANN.
Only 1 can win the crown. All five books in Kiera Cass's #1
New York Times bestselling Selection series are now
available in this beautiful paperback box set. In Cass's first
three books, we learned about the Selection and were
introduced to America Singer, a spirited seventeen-year-old
girl who is forced to compete for the chance to be her
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country's next princess. In The Heir and The Crown, fans
were introduced to a new era. Twenty years have passed
since the events of The One, and America and Maxon's
daughter is the first princess to hold a Selection of her own.
Own the full set of Kiera Cass's bestselling Selection series
now!
This eBook edition of "WAR AND PEACE (Aylmer & Louise
Maude's Translation)" has been formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
War and Peace is regarded as one of the central works of
world literature and was first published in its entirety in 1869.
The novel charts the history of the French invasion of Russia,
and the impact of the Napoleonic era on Tsarist society,
through the stories of five Russian aristocratic families. Time
magazine ranked War and Peace third in its poll of the 10
greatest books of all time. This complete English version
translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude was originally
published in 1922. The Maudes are classical translators of
Leo Tolstoy who worked directly with the author and gained
his personal endorsement. This edition includes all 15 books
+ the first and second epilogue along with reminiscences.
Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy or Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910)
was a Russian writer who is regarded as one of the greatest
authors of all time. Born to an aristocratic Russian family in
1828, he is best known for the novels War and Peace (1869)
and Anna Karenina (1877) which are often cited as pinnacles
of realist fiction. He also wrote plays and numerous
philosophical essays.
The Selection gets fierce as rivals stake their claim on the
Prince. Six girls, one life-changing prize...
Boy meets girl on the Northern Irish border in Guard Your
Heart, by Sue Divin, Derry. Summer 2016. Aidan and Iona,
now eighteen, were both born on the day of the Northern
Ireland peace deal. Aidan is Catholic, Irish, and Republican.
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With his ex-political prisoner father gone and his mother
dead, Aidan’s hope is pinned on exam results earning him a
one-way ticket out of Derry. To anywhere. Iona, Protestant
and British, has a brother and father in the police. She’s got
university ambitions, a strong faith and a fervent belief that
boys without one track minds are a myth. At a post-exam
party, Aidan wanders alone across the Peace Bridge and
becomes the victim of a brutal sectarian attack. Iona
witnessed the attack; picked up Aidan’s phone and filmed
what happened, and gets in touch with him to return the
phone. When the two meet, alone and on neutral territory, the
differences between them seem insurmountable. Both their
fathers held guns, but safer to keep that secret for now.
Despite their differences and the secrets they have to keep
from each other, there is mutual intrigue, and their friendship
grows. And so what? It’s not the Troubles. But for both Iona
and Aidan it seems like everything is keeping them apart ,
when all they want is to be together . . .
Eventyrlige fortællinger. In "The Prince," Maxon reveals there
was another girl in his life before America; and in "The
Guard," America falls for Aspen Leger, a Six who has risen in
the ranks to become a member of the royal guard
Before America Singer's story began, another girl came to the
palace to compete for the hand of a different prince…. Don't
miss this digital original novella set in the captivating world of
Kiera Cass's #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series.
This prequel story takes place before the events of The
Selection and is told from the point of view of Prince Maxon's
mother, Amberly. Discover a whole new Selection with this
inside look at how Maxon's parents met—and how an ordinary
girl named Amberly became a beloved queen. Epic Reads
Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Meet Prince Maxon before he fell in love with America, and a
girl named Amberly before she became queen. See the
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Selection through the eyes of a guard who watched his first
love drift away and a girl who fell for a boy who wasn’t the
prince. This gorgeous collection features four novellas from
the captivating world of Kiera Cass’s #1 New York Times
bestselling Selection series—two of which appear here in print
for the first time—as well as exclusive, never-before-seen
bonus content. This series companion is a must-have for any
Selection fan, and includes: The Prince The Guard The
Queen (in print for the first time) The Favorite (in print for the
first time) Exclusive new scenes from The Selection, The
Elite, and The One Introductions to each novella from Kiera
Cass A map of Illéa and other illustrations And more!
Greece in the age of Heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young
prince, has been exiled to the kingdom of Phthia. Here he is
nobody, just another unwanted boy living in the shadow of
King Peleus and his golden son, Achilles. Achilles, 'best of all
the Greeks', is everything Patroclus is not - strong, beautiful,
the child of a goddess - and by all rights their paths should
never cross. Yet one day, Achilles takes the shamed prince
under his wing and soon their tentative companionship gives
way to a steadfast friendship. As they grow into young men
skilled in the arts of war and medicine, their bond blossoms
into something far deeper - despite the displeasure of
Achilles's mother Thetis, a cruel and deathly pale sea
goddess with a hatred of mortals. Fate is never far from the
heels of Achilles. When word comes that Helen of Sparta has
been kidnapped, the men of Greece are called upon to lay
siege to Troy in her name. Seduced by the promise of a
glorious destiny, Achilles joins their cause, Torn between love
and fear for his friend, Patroclus follows Achilles into war, little
knowing that the years that follow will test everything they
have learned, everything they hold dear. And that, before he
is ready, he will be forced to surrender his friend to the hands
of Fate. Profoundly moving and breathtakingly original, this
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rendering of the epic Trojan War is a dazzling feat of the
imagination, a devastating love story, and an almighty battle
between gods and kings, peace and glory, immortal fame and
the human heart.
Discover the untold stories of two fan favorite characters in
these novellas set in the world of Kiera Cass’s #1 New York
Times bestselling Selection series The Prince and The Guard
offer captivating views into the hearts and minds of the two
men fighting to win America Singer’s love. The Selection
Stories also features bonus content, including an extended
ending to The Prince, a Q&A with Kiera Cass, family trees,
playlists, and more! Before America arrived at the palace to
compete in the Selection, there was another girl in Prince
Maxon’s life. In The Prince, follow Maxon from the week
before the Selection begins through the first day of the
competition. Raised as a Six, Aspen Leger never dreamed
that he would find himself living in the palace. In The Guard,
get an inside look at Aspen’s life as a palace guard—and the
truth about his world that America will never know.
A lush and gorgeously written debut, packed with action,
intrigue, and heart-racing romance. Alexa Hollen is a fighter.
Forced to disguise herself as a boy and serve in the king's
army, Alex uses her quick wit and fierce sword-fighting skills
to earn a spot on the elite prince's guard. But when a
powerful sorcerer sneaks into the palace in the dead of night,
even Alex, who is virtually unbeatable, can't prevent him from
abducting her, her fellow guard and friend Rylan, and Prince
Damian, taking them through the treacherous wilds of the
jungle and deep into enemy territory. The longer Alex is held
captive with both Rylan and the prince, the more she realizes
that she is not the only one who has been keeping dangerous
secrets. And suddenly, after her own secret is revealed, Alex
finds herself confronted with two men vying for her heart: the
safe and steady Rylan, who has always cared for her, and the
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dark, intriguing Damian. With hidden foes lurking around
every corner, is Alex strong enough to save herself and the
kingdom she's sworn to protect?

She's a princess. I'm a 6'6" former Marine who grew up
on a farm. I know I've got no business being around
someone like her. But she's so gorgeous, so gentle and
sweet, I can't look away. Then someone tries to kill her.
And for the first time in years, I find something worth
fighting for.She's no spoiled brat. She's brave,
smart...she's the leader her country needs. But powerful
people want her dead. To keep her safe, I have to go on
the run with her. But every time I say "Your Highness,"
all I can think about is kissing those sweet lips and
tearing that dress right off her. Neither of us can
resist...but if I let her get close, she's going to see how
broken I am inside. As her country spins towards war,
I'm the only one who can protect her. I'm no prince. But I
*will* save my princess.
The new enovella from Number One New York Times
bestselling author Kiera Cass – set in the Selection
world.
Books 1-3 in the New York Times bestselling series by
Kiera Cass. PLUS The Prince and The Guard - a
captivating look into the lives of two of the men in
America Singer’s life.
THE SELECTION changed the lives of thirty-five girls
forever. Now, only one will claim Prince Maxon’s heart...
It’s swoon meets the Hunger Games in the third
instalment of THE SELECTION series!
The Prince by Niccolo Machiavelli from Coterie Classics
All Coterie Classics have been formatted for ereaders
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and devices and include a bonus link to the free audio
book. “The first method for estimating the intelligence of
a ruler is to look at the men he has around him.” ?
Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince Machiavelli's The Prince
was a battle for obtaining and maintaining power in 14th
century Italy but it is surprisingly relevant to the
understanding of business, politics and the nature of
society.
Go behind the scenes of Kiera Cass’s #1 bestselling
Selection series with this gorgeous collection of novellas
and exclusive extras Meet Prince Maxon before he fell in
love with America, and a girl named Amberly before she
became queen. See the Selection through the eyes of a
guard who watched his first love drift away and a girl who
fell for a boy who wasn’t the prince. This must-have
companion to the Selection series includes all four
novellas as well as exclusive bonus content. Includes:
The Prince The Guard The Queen The Favorite
Exclusive new scenes from The Selection, The Elite, and
The One Introductions to each novella from Kiera Cass A
map of Illéa and other illustrations And more!
The second book in an Air Awakens prequel trilogy about
the Golden Guard. The Empire has declared war against
its neighbor to the north, the country of Shaldan. Prince
Baldair is summoned to lead, but the untested royal
harbors secret reservations about his ability to inspire
confidence in troops his senior in both age and
experience. The memory of his first kills the summer
prior still weigh heavy on his shoulders, and he flees to
his friend Erion's home near the Crossroads to wait for
the army before marching north. Raylynn Westind had
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never held a responsibility in her life. After losing her
mother years ago, she wanders from town to town in
search of a challenge, honoring the sacred song of the
sword her mother taught her. She never backs down
from a fight, not when her opponents are the deadly
Knights of Jadar, mysteriously insistent upon her death.
And certainly not when the opponent is the Empire's
young playboy prince. Baldair has never met another
person as gifted with the sword as he, and is insistent on
seeing a golden bracer grace Raylynn's forearm. But the
woman lives a mercenary's life, and Baldair quickly
learns that her loyalty comes at a high price. When he
discovers the bounty on her head, the prince must
choose between his responsibilities to his father's
Empire, and the woman who has captured his heart as a
soldier, and as a man.
A coastal summer is turned upside down by a violent
murder, and a quest for lost pirate treasure turns into a
hunt for the killer. Jax Wendyll is the crown's dog. As
punishment for the unspeakable crimes that tourment
him to this day, his life has been conscripted to the
Empire Solaris. However, in an Empire afflicted by
peace, his duties are relegated to unquestioningly aiding
the antics of the youngest prince, Baldair. Erion Le'Dan,
a nobleman's son, expects a quiet summer visit to the
Imperial Palace, his only agenda to visit with his unlikely
friends. But Jax's discovery the legendary pirate Adela
Lagmir's old workroom inspires a hunt for her long lost
treasure. The pursuit of Adela's truth takes the three men
to the Imperial summer manor, built along the old pirate
mainstays. When Adela's trident is branded into a
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murdered servant, Prince Baldair's summer amusement
of treasure-hunting becomes a hunt to find the killer. But,
as mysteries compound, the ghosts of Jax's past may
not be the only things haunting them.
The first of two novellas set in the world of Kiera Cass's No. 1
New York Times bestselling Selection series – Prince
Maxon’s story!
In the year 2089, Earth had experienced a rapid shift in
political and technological developments. Reported sightings
of UFOs and alleged human abductions had reached such an
alarming rate that governments decided to remove national
boundaries and unite as one planet under one leader. The
new government, the United Nations of Earth, made space
exploration and defense of the planet its top priority.
Journeyer was one of the first ships sent into space to find
new discoveries and above all the search for
sentient/intelligent life and to open peaceful negotiations.
Prior to its recall and decommission, Journeyer was captured
by the Ubides, an alien race of the highest intellect and an
ally of the Derths, a carnivorous alien race with ever
expanding territory. The Journeyer’s captain, Drew Cage,
was forcibly taken for a reason. Meanwhile other crew
members, like Eva Cusping and Enrico Dalchez, sent to a
planet to restore lost communication satellites will be caught
between warring kingdoms. Captain Drew Cage and Eva
Cusping will learn something about themselves that will make
them question their existence and their beliefs, leading one to
anger and rage while giving the other enlightenment. Both will
undergo a transformation that will set them on course to good
and evil in an intergalactic war where the survival of the
human race and other life-forms is no guarantee. They will
encounter allies and enemies as they realize some questions
you may not always want answered: (1) Are we alone in the
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universe? (2) Is there a god? (3) What does the future hold?
Do you really want to know?
"Sixteen-year-old America Singer is living in the caste-divided
nation of Illéa, which formed after the war that destroyed the
United States. America is chosen to compete in the
Selection--a contest to see which girl can win the heart of
Illéa's prince--but all she really wants is a chance for a future
with her secret love, Aspen, who is a caste below her"-USA TODAY Bestseller! Magic, murder, adventure, and
romance combine in this second novel in the exciting Crown
of Shards saga from New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Jennifer Estep. Everleigh Blair might be the
new gladiator queen of Bellona, but her problems are far from
over. First, Evie has to deal with a court full of arrogant,
demanding nobles, all of whom want to get their greedy
hands on her crown. As if that wasn’t bad enough, an
assassin tries to kill Evie in her own throne room. Despite the
dangers, Evie goes ahead with a scheduled trip to the
neighboring kingdom of Andvari in order to secure a
desperately needed alliance. But complicating matters is the
stubborn Andvarian king, who wants to punish Evie for the
deaths of his countrymen during the Seven Spire massacre.
Dark forces are also at work inside the Andvarian palace, and
Evie soon realizes that no one is safe. Worse, her immunity to
magic starts acting in strange, unexpected ways, which
makes Evie wonder whether she is truly strong enough to be
a Winter Queen. Evie’s magic, life, and crown aren’t the only
things in danger—so is her heart, thanks to Lucas Sullivan, the
Andvarian king’s bastard son and Evie’s … well, Evie isn’t
quite sure what Sullivan is to her. Only one thing is
certain—protecting a prince might be even harder than killing a
queen…
"The Old Guard and the Avant-Garde: Modernism in Chicago,
1910-1940 brings together the history and the critical reaction
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to the new developments in art and design, places them in
the context of conservative yet innovative Chicago at the turn
of the century, and explores the tensions between tradition
and innovation. The individual essays present the best in
specialized current research, yet one can clearly understand
the impact of modernism on the broader intellectual and
cultural life of the city. I eagerly await as cohesive and
thorough an analysis of the subject for New York."—David
Sokol, University of Chicago "This is fresh and fascinating
research about the ups and downs of modernism in Chicago,
a city where art students reportedly once hung Matisse in
effigy. Regional studies like this one broaden our
understanding of how the art world has worked outside of
New York and gives depth to a story we know too narrowly.
Applause all the way around."—Wanda M. Corn, Stanford
University
This is where the dragons went. They lie... not dead, not
asleep, but... dormant. And although the space they occupy
isn't like normal space, nevertheless they are packed in
tightly. They could put you in mind of a can of sardines, if you
thought sardines were huge and scaly. And presumably,
somewhere, there's a key... GUARDS! GUARDS! is the 8th
Discworld novel - and after this, dragons will never be the
same again!
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a
war-weary royal compelled by visions, a highborn youth
condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is
desperate to save her impoverished house.
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